Declaration of Rights to New
York City Nature
New Yorkers need and have rights to a local
environment that is healthy and whole, which
provides safety, respite, and connection to the
long history of life on Earth, rooted in the particular
circumstances of its place. Such rights are
essential to each individual as part of the
community of nature as a whole.
We have an obligation to work together to create
the social and economic circumstances necessary
to lay the foundations for the long-term
sustainability of the city’s nature. To honor New
Yorkers’ rights to the benefits that abundant and
thriving nature can bring, we offer this draft set of
nature goals to guide conservation and restoration
efforts. Our overall aim is to assure that all New
Yorkers experience the benefits of nature in their
home city and local community by 2050.

Add your
name!

New York City Nature Goals 2050
1. Biodiversity habitat—provide living environments for species
2. Air and water quality—absorb and filter water from run off and clean our air
3. Coastal protection and resilience—mitigate damages from coastal storms
4. Connectivity—enable movement of species through NYC
5. Inspiration—encourage human creativity and appreciation of beauty
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No net loss of natural areas
Natural area management
Natural area diversity
No net loss of species
Species restoration
Nature integration in planning and policy
No net loss of canopy or permeability
Air pollution capture
Stormwater capture
Natural cooling
Clean and swimmable waters
Sustainable local fisheries
No net loss of natural shoreline
Shoreline adaptation
Shoreline enhancement
Movement of species
Access for people
Nature for everyone
Environmental stewardship
Kids in nature
Green jobs
Spectacular nature
Big quiet nature
Nature within reach
Nature and art
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